On the occasion of the COP22 in Marrakesh, Construction21 unveiled Monday, November 14, the international winners of the 4th edition of the contest. This year, seven buildings and three eco-districts were recognised for their outstanding solutions for inspiring changes in the sector.

104 25 buildings and eco-districts located around the world were candidates for this edition. In between them, 57 experts have been mobilised at national juries first, then international. Thousands of professionals have also voted online.

**A year after the Paris Agreement, up to action**

The 22th Climate Conference aims COP action, which must be defined concrete ways that will implement the Paris Agreement. The Green Building Solutions & City Awards 2016 are part of this international momentum, popularizing innovations that help limit global warming.

**Check out the winning videos**

The winners of the Green Building Solutions & City Awards were offered by Construction21 a video of their implementation and the solutions that are integrated there. Find these videos on Construction21 platforms and share them with your colleagues!

- Discover the winners 2016 for buildings
- Discover the winners 2016 for cities